
Figurative Language
Notes



Metaphor

Metaphor- A _______________________between two 
unlike things. When you use a metaphor, you are 
saying that something ________ something else.



Metaphor

Metaphor- A _____comparison_________between two 
unlike things. When you use a metaphor, you are 
saying that something __is______ something else.



Metaphor Example

“‘Right,’ I say [Max]. ‘I saw that on TV.’ 

Freak sighs and rolls his eyes. ‘AH, yes,’ he says. 
‘Television, the ___________________ of the 
massives’”(Philbrick 19).

How does the metaphor create meaning in the 
passage?



Metaphor Example

“‘Right,’ I say [Max]. ‘I saw that on TV.’ 

Freak sighs and rolls his eyes. ‘AH, yes,’ he says. 
‘Television, the ___opiate___________ of the 
massives’”(Philbrick 19).

How does the metaphor create meaning in the 
passage?



Simile

Simile-A comparison between two unlike things 
using ____________ or ____________. It is when you say 
something is LIKE something else.



Simile

Simile-A comparison between two unlike things 
using ___like_________ or _____as_______. It is when you 
say something is LIKE something else.



Simile Example

“ He’s able to hump down the steps by himself, 
except it makes him sort of out of breath, you 
can hear him wheezing or I guess you’d call it 
panting, like a dog does on a hot day” (Philbrick 
15).

How does the simile create meaning in this 
passage?



Idiom

Idiom-Phrases that mean more than their words 
put together. If you take them word for word, they 
don’t make much sense! Idioms are also cultural, 
meaning one culture may not understand or 
recognize an idiom from another culture.



Idiom Example

“‘Ants in the pants,’ I say one morning when 
he’s ready to yank the cereal bowl off the table, 
he’s in such a hurry to do something, and he 
goes, ‘What?’ and I go, ‘You must have ants in 
your pants,’ and he gets this funny look and he 
goes, ‘That’s what the Fair Gwen always says, 
did she tell you to say that?’...” (Philbrick 45).

How does the idiom create meaning in this passage?



Alliteration

Alliteration-Repetition of the same 
_________________________ sound in a phrase or 
sentence.



Alliteration

Alliteration-Repetition of the same 
________letter_________________ sound in a phrase or 
sentence.



Alliteration Example

“Meanwhile there’s this _____________________ 
making this ____________________ ______________________ 
noise that normally is okay, except when you’re 
trying to fall asleep then it’s not okay, and you 
want a big can of Raid, send it to Disney World 
or insect heaven or wherever it is that dead 
crickets go” (Philbrick 57).

How does alliteration create meaning in this passage?



Alliteration Example

“Meanwhile there’s this ______cricket_____ 
making this ______creaky _______ 
____cricket_________ noise that normally is okay, 
except when you’re trying to fall asleep then it’s 
not okay, and you want a big can of Raid, send it 
to Disney World or insect heaven or wherever 
it is that dead crickets go” (Philbrick 57).

How does alliteration create meaning in this passage?



Onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia-Words that sound like the objects 
they name or the ____________________ those objects 
make.



Onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia-Words that sound like the objects 
they name or the _____sounds_______________ those 
objects make.



Onomatopoeia

“Freak changes all that. Each and every 
morning the little dude humps himself over 
and he bangs on the bulkhead, _____________-
______________- ________________, he may be small but 
he sure is noisy” (Philbrick 44).

How does the onomatopoeia create meaning in 
this passage?



Onomatopoeia

“Freak changes all that. Each and every 
morning the little dude humps himself over 
and he bangs on the bulkhead, 
____wonka_________-___wonka___________-
____wonka____________, he may be small but he 
sure is noisy” (Philbrick 44).

How does the onomatopoeia create meaning in 
this passage?



Hyperbole

Hyperbole-A big ______________ of the truth.



Hyperbole

Hyperbole-A big ___exaggeration____________ of the 
truth.



Hyperbole

“That’s the summer I grew so fast that Grim 
said we’d best let the boy go barefoot, he’s 
____________________ out of his _______________” 
(Philbrick 4).

How does the hyperbole create meaning in this 

passage?



Hyperbole

“That’s the summer I grew so fast that Grim 
said we’d best let the boy go barefoot, he’s 
______exploding______________ out of his 
____shoes___________” (Philbrick 4).

How does the hyperbole create meaning in this 

passage?


